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Abstract
An experimental investigation was conducted in the Langley 14- by 22-Foot Sub-
sonic Tunnel to quantify the rotor wake behind a scale model helicopter rotor in for-
ward level flight at one thrust level. The rotor system in this test consisted of a four-
bladed fully articulated hub with blades of rectangular planform and an NA CA 0012
airfoil section. A laser light sheet, seeded with propylene glycol smoke, was used to
visualize the vortex geometry in the flow in planes parallel and perpendicular to the
free-stream flow. Quantitative measurements of wake geometric properties, such as
vortex location, vertical skew angle, and vortex particle void radius, were obtained as
well as convective velocities for blade tip vortices. Comparisons were made between
experimental data and four computational method predictions of experimental tip
vortex locations, vortex vertical skew angles, and wake geometries. The results of
these comparisons highlight difficulties of accurate wake geometry predictions.
Introduction
The rotor wake geometry is affected by various rotor
flight parameters (e.g., tip-path plane (TPP) angle of
attack, thrust, and advance ratio) and blade characteris-
tics (e.g., twist, number of blades, and planform). The
effects of the rotor wake are recognized as paramount to
accurate prediction of rotor loads and, hence, overall
rotor performance. (See ref. 1.) For this reason, accuracy
of rotor wake geometric models and validation of these
models with experimental data are important.
The wake of a helicopter rotor in forward flight con-
sists of sheets of vorticity that are shed from the rotor
blades and roll up at the outboard edge into strong tip
vortices. A cycloidal pattern is formed by these tip vorti-
ces as the blades move forward. This pattern of tip vorti-
ces rolls up behind the rotor into a pair of apparent far-
field disk vortices. These apparent disk vortices appear to
an observer situated in the far field like the wingtip vorti-
ces created by a fixed-wing aircraft. These flow features
are not true vortices but are tight spiraling of the tip vor-
tices. Another feature of the wake is the roll-up of the
outer edge of the vortex sheet trailing from the rotor
blade into a discrete vortex that rotates in the opposite
sense of the tip vortex.
Early rotor performance models were developed for
propellers and used blade element theory or momentum
theory methods. (See ref. 2.) However, accurate blade
load calculations necessitated more refined methods that
also modeled the rotor wake geometry. Reference 1
extensively catalogs early rotor performance models.
Since the advent of the digital computer, empirical
results from studies that characterized the rotor wake
geometry were joined with predictions by the Biot-Savart
law. (See refs. 3-6.) Such prescribed wake computa-
tional methods are efficient, but the effect of small-scale
rotor wake geometry data to characterize the wake distor-
tion on a full-scale vehicle has not been fully determined.
Free-wake models provide a more sophisticated and
computationally intensive method to predict the rotor
wake geometry. (See refs. 7-10.) A force-free condition
is imposed on the vortex position, and the wake geome-
try is solved iteratively rather than determined from
empirical data.
More recently, Navier-Stokes methods (e.g., refs. 11
and 12) have been used to model the rotor flow field.
These models have the advantage of accounting for the
wake in the governing fluid flow equations and develop-
ing the wake as part of the solution without having to
model the near or far wake. However, the wake diffuses
quickly as it is convected through coarse mesh regions.
These methods are also computationally very expensive.
Regardless of the model used, a correlation with
experimental wake geometry data must be performed to
validate the computational results. Unfortunately, these
experimental data are rather sparse.
Experimental determination of the rotor wake geom-
etry is difficult, especially in forward flight. In principle,
methods such as laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and
hot-wire anemometry are able to define the rotor flow
field completely but require large numbers of data points,
which fact translates into a massive block of testing time.
These methods are best suited to a limited study (refs. 13
and 14) or to studies with known flow field structures
(ref. 15).
In the past, flow visualization techniques have been
used to qualify and quantify the rotor wake geometry.
Various flow visualization techniques and their uses are
discussed in reference 16. Rotor wake flow visualization
has been used with success in wind and water tunnel tests
and flight tests. (See refs. 17-22.)
Wind tunnel research to visualize the rotor wake can
be divided into two main groups: optical methods and
smoke or particle injection methods. Optical methods
include Schlieren and shadowgraph techniques as
describedin references23-28.Smokeinjection,whichis
aclassictechnique,hasbeenshownrecentlyto bevery
effectivewhenusedin conjunctionwith a laserlight
sheet.(Seerefs.29-31.)A laserisusedto createathin
sheetof light thatcanbelocatedin therotorwaketo
viewphenomenaoccurringin thatplaneof light.Smoke
particlesaretypicallyinjectedupstreamofthelaserlight
sheeto illuminatetheflowandallowsignificantwake
structurestobecomevisibleataknownlocation.
tunnel (as seen from above). The location of the apparent
disk vortex and the angles of vertical trajectory and lat-
eral contraction are compared with predictions from a
Navier-Stokes computer code.
Symbols
A area of rotor disk, _R 2, 25.04 ft 2
For this study, the wake of the rotor system was
assumed to be periodic with blade passage. All data that
were taken were used to define the motion of the rotor
wake system during only 90 ° of blade rotation for a spe-
cific flight condition. This assumption ignored blade-
to-blade differences and the effect of unsteady onset flow
to the rotor. These effects were assessed during this
investigation.
In this study, a laser light sheet was used to visualize
and quantify the wake geometry of a small-scale rotor for
comparison with theoretical calculations. The position of
tip vortices and the general wake structure were com-
pared with the predictions of four computational meth-
ods. The rotor wake vortex structure was illuminated in
four longitudinal planes and seven lateral planes at two
forward speeds.
Illumination of the wake longitudinally allowed the
tip vortices to be observed in a known plane. From these
observations the following phenomena were docu-
mented: tip vortex and inboard sheet roll-up location, tip
vortex vertical skew angle oq,, vortex convective veloc-
ity, and vortex particle void radius. The vortex vertical
skew angle is defined as the angle between the vortex
wake and the free-stream velocity. (Positive vertical
skew angle is in the direction of positive fuselage rota-
tion, which is nose up.) The convective velocity is
defined as the velocity at which the tip vortices convect
downstream in the laser light sheet plane. The particle
void radius is defined as the radius of the dark center of a
vortex. This dark center is essentially void of smoke par-
ticles. The experimental tip vortex location and vertical
skew angle are compared with three analytical predic-
tions: a relatively simple wake analysis, a free-wake
analysis, and an analysis that accounts for effects of the
fuselage.
The laser light sheet was positioned laterally across
the wake to allow the roll-up of the tip vortices into an
apparent disk vortex to become visible. The location of
the apparent disk vortex, the vertical trajectory a t , and
the lateral contraction angle IXl are presented. The vertical
trajectory is defined as the angle between the apparent
disk vortex wake and the horizontal plane. The horizon-
tal contraction angle is the angle between the apparent
disk vortex wake and a longitudinal line down the wind
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Description of Experiment
Test Apparatus
The experiments were performed in the Langley
14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel shown in figure 1. The
14- by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel is a closed-circuit low-
speed wind tunnel designed for tests of vertical or short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) models. (See ref. 32.) A
novel feature of this facility is the ability to operate as an
open test section with the walls and ceiling lifted out of
the flow. For this study, the wind tunnel was run as an
open test section to allow maximum optical access to the
rotor wake. The wind tunnel features a smoke-laser-
velocimetry-seeding traversing rig that is mounted in the
settling chamber of the wind tunnel 90 ft upstream of the
test section. The traversing rig position is remotely con-
trolled to seed any portion of the test section. The smoke
generator in this investigation used vaporized propylene
glycol that was heated to approximately 350 ° to 400°F.
The vaporized liquid is sent through 65 ft of heated hose
and ejected out of a crude nozzle. Air pressure was used
to adjust the flow rate and smoke quality.
The 2-meter rotor test system (2MRTS) is a general-
purpose rotor-model-testing system, which was mounted
on a vertical strut in the forward portion of the test sec-
tion. The rotor was powered by a 29-hp electric motor
with a two-stage 90 ° transmission using a 4:1 gear reduc-
tion ratio. Details of this rotor test system are given in
reference 33. The rotor hub was fully articulated with
coincident flap and lead-lag hinges that employed vis-
cous dampers to dampen blade lag motion. A 33.88-in-
radius, four-bladed, articulated rotor system was used.
(The rotor disk area A = 25.04 ft2.) The rotor blades had
a rectangular planform and an NACA 0012 airfoil sec-
tion with a chord of 2.6 in. and linear twist of -8 ° (nose
down). Note that the rotor blades were very stiff torsion-
ally when compared with a full-scale rotor system. Rotor
trim and attitude were set with a blade pitch remote con-
trol system. The rotor system mounted in the wind tunnel
is shown in figure 2.
A generic fuselage shell that can be parameterized
with easily defined coordinates enclosed the helicopter
drive and control system. The geometry of the shell
consistedof a slender main body with a slender nacelle
about the rotor shaft. (See ref. 34.) The rotor and fuselage
were each mounted on a six-component strain-gage bal-
ance to measure rotor and fuselage forces and moments
independently. One blade was instrumented with strain
gages to monitor blade loads for safety of flight con-
siderations. Potentiometers were used to measure blade
flapping and lead-lag motion, and a digital encoder
(1024 counts per revolution) was attached to the rotor
shaft to monitor rotor speed in rpm. The encoder also
provided an azimuthal reference and was used to strobe
the laser light sheet.
Flow Visualization System
In this study, a laser light sheet system was com-
bined with injected smoke to visualize the flow. The sys-
tem employed a 15-W argon ion laser from which a 6-W
beam (in all spectral lines) was directed through a Bragg
cell (acoustic-optical modulator) to allow on-off control.
The beam was then expanded through a cylindrical lens
to create a sheet of light. The laser light sheet was in the
shape of a fan with the origin at the cylindrical lens. The
flow structure was discerned with vaporized propylene
glycol smoke seeding the area of interest; the smoke was
injected in the settling chamber of the wind tunnel at a
distance of approximately 90 ft from the wind tunnel test
section. The propylene glycol smoke scattered the laser
light striking it and, thereby, illuminated any flow struc-
tures in the light sheet.
The laser light sheet was operated in two modes: a
vertical light sheet oriented perpendicularly to the free
stream (i.e., lateral light sheet) and operated as a continu-
ous light sheet, and a vertical light sheet oriented parallel
to the free stream (i.e., longitudinal light sheet) and oper-
ated as a strobed light sheet. The lateral light sheet was
used to visualize the roll-up of the tip vortices into appar-
ent disk vortices. Because the laser was not strobed, a
time-averaged view of the wake cross section was
obtained. The longitudinal light sheet was used to visual-
ize the instantaneous position of the tip vortices.
For the strobed longitudinal laser light sheet shown
in figure 3, the signal from the rotor shaft encoder was
used to trigger the Bragg cell, which provided an instan-
taneous view of the tip vortex wake. When the trigger
signal was received from the rotor shaft encoder, the
Bragg cell shifted the laser beam. The shifted laser beam
then passed through to the cylindrical lens to create the
light sheet.
A trigger-generating circuit was used to vary the
strobe duration, number of rotor blades, and phase delay
of the trigger. The laser light sheet, which was pulsed by
the Bragg cell, was triggered so that the rotor and the
individual blade tip vortices appeared stationary. The
trigger could be adjusted in increments of 11.25 ° of blade
azimuth. Because a four-bladed rotor system was used,
the wake geometry and blade positions repeat every 90 °.
Thus, by adjustment of the trigger to sweep a reference
blade through a 90 ° arc, the entire wake geometry was
captured. In addition, the trigger circuitry had the ability
to slip-synchronize the rotor phase, which allowed the
rotor blades to appear to rotate slowly. See reference 30
for details of the laser light sheet hardware and operation.
For the longitudinal light sheet tests, charge-
coupled-device (CCD) video cameras were positioned on
either side of the wind tunnel test section. (See fig. 3.)
The video cameras were positioned at angles to the laser
light sheet to receive the greatest amount of forward scat-
tered light. Cameras positioned orthogonally to the laser
light sheet would have made it easier to analyze the data
(less image warping); however, the nature of laser light
required that the cameras be positioned at an angle to the
light sheet for best results.
For the lateral light sheet shown in figure 4, the laser
beam was passed continuously through the Bragg cell,
and, thus, the light sheet did not strobe. A CCD camera
was positioned downstream and to the left of the model
in one of two locations that depended on laser light sheet
location.
For both laser light sheet planes, the light sheet was
estimated to be 1/8 to 1/4 in. thick. The thickness of the
laser light sheet in the measurement area varied with
light sheet location and was not measured.
Test Procedure
Tests were conducted at advance ratios of 0.15
and0.23 (level flight) and at one thrust level
(C T = 0.0064). The shaft angle of attack was maintained
at -3 ° for both advance ratios with zero flapping of the
blades relative to the shaft.
The laser light sheet was oriented perpendicular (lat-
erally) to the flow at xlR of 1.0 to 4.0 in increments
of 0.5R, which allowed visualization of the rolled-up
coalesced disk vortex. Before a run, the laser light sheet
was set up in the desired plane as a continuous beam. The
rotor system and wind tunnel were stabilized at an
advance ratio of 0.15 and proper test conditions. Smoke
was injected into and traversed across the test section
until entrained in one of the apparent disk vortices. The
video camera was adjusted for pan-tilt, focus, and zoom
settings, and videotape data were recorded with a
U-Matic (3/4-in.) videotape recorder (VTR) for approxi-
mately 20 sec. The smoke was then traversed to the
opposite side of the rotor until entrained in the other
apparent disk vortex. Camera settings were not adjusted
between recordings. Following data acquisition, the
advanceratiowasincreasedto 0.23,andtheprevious
procedurerepeated.Again, camera settings were not
changed between recordings.
After the videotape data were acquired, the wind
tunnel was shut down, and a reference grid was placed in
the plane of the laser light sheet. The reference grid was
composed of a series of 4- by 4-in. squares. A reference
point was identified on this grid, and a videotape image
was acquired. The camera settings were kept identical for
both the data and reference images. The laser light sheet
was then adjusted to the next light sheet plane, and the
whole process repeated.
The laser light sheet was also oriented parallel
(longitudinally) to the flow and strobed to visualize the
blade tip vortices at four light sheet planes located
at y/R = _+0.3 and _+0.8. The data acquisition procedure
was similar to that described previously but with the
addition of a strobed laser light sheet. The laser light
sheet was strobed so that it was in phase with blade num-
ber 1 at a blade azimuth of 0 °. The strobe fired four times
per revolution so that the four blades (and the tip vortices
generated from each blade) appeared stationary. Video-
tape data were recorded with a U-Matic (3/4-in.) video-
tape recorder (VTR) for approximately 20 sec. The phase
of the strobed light was then increased to 11.25 °. That is,
the laser light sheet was triggered when blade 1 reached a
blade azimuth of 11.25 °. Videotape data were again col-
lected, and the phase of the strobed light was again
adjusted in increments of 11.25 ° until the reference blade
had swept a total of 90 °. The advance ratio was increased
to 0.23, and the whole process, was repeated. During this
process, the camera settings were not changed.
After the videotape data were acquired, the wind
tunnel was shut down, and the reference grid was placed
in the plane of the laser light sheet. A reference point was
identified on this grid, and a videotape image was
acquired. The camera settings were kept identical for
both the data and reference images. The laser light sheet
was then adjusted to the next light sheet plane, and the
whole process repeated.
Data Processing
After the videotape data were recorded onto 3/4-in.
tape, the data were transferred onto Betacam SP tape for
compatibility with the computer digitizing hardware and
software. Because the Betacam SP format is approxi-
mately double the resolution of the 3/4-in. format, data
degradation is minimal.
Next, the videotape was visually inspected, and use-
ful data were selected for digitization. The image of
interest, 486 pixels high by 646 pixels wide, was digi-
tized and stored on the hard disk of the computer work-
station. The image was then converted to grey scale and
finally into binary format.
A special software package was used that allowed
the digitized images to be stacked in a virtual volume of
data. A reference grid image was also digitized and
placed in the virtual volume, which allowed a one-to-one
mapping of the pixel coordinates of the reference grid
image to the data image. The process is similar to super-
imposition of images on each other. Figure 5 shows the
reference grid image superimposed on the data image. To
bring out salient features not seen on the original images,
the data were enhanced by traditional image-processing
techniques, i.e., contrast stretching, pseudo-coloring, fil-
tering, and contouring. For an overview of these tech-
niques, see references 35 and 36. The center of a vortex
could be identified by a mark at the pixel location, and
that pixel location corresponded to the reference point on
the reference grid image. The pixel values, after correc-
tion for geometric warping, were then converted into
units of measure and referenced to the rotor hub center.
All vortex data presented in this paper are in the wind
axis system as shown in figures 3 and 4.
The vortex particle void radius was obtained in a
similar manner. After digitization, the diameter of the
area in the center of a vortex void of particles was mea-
sured. The particle void diameter was only measured
horizontally. A tool that magnified the area of interest
proved to be of great benefit in the data analysis. The
particle void diameter measurement was divided by 2 to
determine the particle void radius and then converted to
units of measure.
As mentioned previously, strobed laser light sheet
provided the ability to freeze the blades in increments of
11.25 ° of blade azimuth. Thus, the tip vortices could be
traced downstream both from incrementalization of the
strobe trigger in steps of 11.25 ° and from plots of the
analyzed vortex position data in order of ascending wake
age. The convective velocity of a vortex in the plane of
the laser light sheet was determined by calculation of the
distance traversed over an azimuthal increment. The time
for the vortex to translate this distance was determined
from the change in rotor azimuth between the two
vortices and the rotor speed in rpm. These calculations
assumed that the rotor wake was periodic, an assumption
confirmed in subsequent analysis of the videotape data.
The inboard sheet vortex is difficult to view at real-
time videotape speeds and is not always visible in every
image. During the data analysis, a technique was devel-
oped that allowed the videotape images (run at full speed
or frame by frame prior to digitization) to be super-
imposed on the reference grid image and displayed on
an adjacent monitor. This technique of live videotape
image blending improved productivity in analysis of the
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videotapedata.Thesuperpositionof the two screens
could be blended so that all, none, or part of the refer-
ence grid image could be seen. A Betacam SP VTR (used
to eliminate frame jitter) was then run in slow motion
and/or frame by frame for the analysis just described.
This technique proved essential in the analysis of the
roll-up of the inboard trailing vortex sheet.
The analysis of the tip vortex and inboard sheet roll-
up data was conducted with a single frame to determine
location of these features. The wake was frozen for anal-
ysis by a strobed laser light sheet with the assumption
that the wake was periodic and steady in space and that
the effects of video camera vibration were negligible.
Analysis of the data proved this to be true for the longitu-
dinal laser light sheet portion of the test. For the apparent
disk vortex data, when viewed in the lateral laser light
sheet, the effects of video camera vibration were not neg-
ligible, and a statistical approach to the data analysis was
undertaken.
The position of the video camera to view the appar-
ent disk vortex, when illuminated by a lateral laser light
sheet, was in an area of increased wind-induced vibra-
tion. At long focal lengths, this amount of vibration
proved too significant to rely on a single videotape frame
to quantify the wake. The apparent disk vortex data were
quantified by analysis of 30 frames of videotape for each
location. The technique of live videotape image blend-
ing, run frame by frame, was used to obtain pixel values
for the apparent disk vortex. The pixel locations were
averaged to obtain the mean and standard deviation and
then converted to engineering units.
Uncertainty Estimates
An analysis was conducted to determine the data
uncertainty. The analysis addressed the uncertainty of
only wake data measurements; the accuracies of the rotor
system and wind tunnel were neglected. Therefore, the
accuracy of the physical wake in space was assumed;
only the uncertainty to measure that given wake in space
was accounted for.
The measurement uncertainty for the physical loca-
tion of the reference grid was estimated to be _+0.25 in.,
angular uncertainty was estimated to be _+0.1° in pitch
(because the grid was aligned with the laser as a refer-
ence), and roll and yaw angular uncertainties were
neglected. The grid members (composed of taut lines)
had an uncertainty of +0.125 in.
The measurement of a known point on the image
was analyzed statistically to determine the standard devi-
ation of that measurement. This analysis was conducted
for two grid locations. Both locations had a standard
deviation of approximately +0.3 pixel. The uncertainty
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was defined as the limiting minimum uncertainty for this
test and is given in table 1. Because of optical skewing of
the image (the video camera not being orthogonal to the
laser light sheet plane), this minimum uncertainty varies
with pixel location. Intrinsic in the uncertainty estimate
are such variables as video camera focal length, zoom,
and pantilt. Quantification of flow visualization data
requires some subjectivity. To locate the center of a well-
defined vortex (i.e., where a particle void was clearly vis-
ible) was the least subjective. A statistical analysis of
three different configurations was conducted to quantify
the subjectivity error. Thirty images of one vortex from a
configuration with well-defined vortices (ylR=--0.8,
IJ.= 0.15, and the vortex located at x/R=-0.4 and
dR = 0.02) were analyzed to determine the standard
deviation. The standard deviation of the center of a well-
defined tip vortex was determined to be _+0.78 pixel for x
and +0.85 pixel for z and represented the minimum sub-
jectivity error found in table 2. This exercise also con-
firmed the assumption that the rotor wake is periodic.
A configuration was chosen where the vortices were
not easily visualized (y/R = 0.8, bt = 0.23, and the vortex
located at x/R -- 2.0 and z/R -- -0.09). Thirty images were
analyzed for one vortex and yielded standard deviations
of +2.17 pixels forx and +1.22 pixels for z that represent
the maximum subjectivity error found in table 2.
In some instances (where the tip vortices rolled up
and around the apparent disk vortex), only a portion of
the tip vortex was visible (viewed as a series of troughs
and crests). A statistical analysis of 30 images of 1
vortex was conducted for the configuration ylR = -0.8,
_t =0.15, and the vortex located at x/R-1.1 and
z/R=0.19. The upper tip vortex data in table 2 were
computed with subjectivity errors based upon standard
deviations of +1.25 pixels for x and +1.02 pixels for z.
The total uncertainty is given by
Ax = [(Axgrid )2 + (Axmember)2 + (Axpitch)2
+ (Xmin)2 + (Xsubject)2 ]i/2 (1)
Ay = [(Aygrid )2 + (AYmember) 2 + (Aypitch) 2
+ (Ymin)2 + (Ysubject)2 ]1/2 (2)
AZ = [(AZgrid )2 + (AZmember)2 + (AZpitch)2
+ (Zmin)2 + (Zsubject)2 ] 1/2 (3)
Table 3 presents the total uncertainty in the location
of the center of the tip vortices and trailed vortex sheet
roll-up data. The measurement uncertainty associated
with the finite duration of the strobed longitudinal laser
light sheet was neglected.
Asnotedpreviously,a statisticalanalysiswascon-
ductedfor thelocationof theapparentdiskvortex.This
approachallowedtheuncertaintyof videocameravibra-
tionandthesubjectivityoftheresearchertobequantified
asthestandardeviationtothemeanapparentdiskvor-
texlocation.Table4presentsthetotaluncertaintyin the
locationof thecenterof theapparentdiskvorticesbased
on thestandardeviationof themeanlocationandthe
measurementuncertaintyof grid placementand grid
memberlocation.Theuncertaintyassociatedwith the
measurementof heparticlevoidradiuswasestimatedto
be1.0pixelfortheparticlevoiddiameterand0.5pixel
fortheparticlevoidradius.(Seetable5.)In addition,the
uncertaintyassociatedwiththegridmembersneedstobe
considered.Thusthetotalmeasurementuncertaintyfor
theparticlevoidmeasurementisgivenby
Ar v = [(Axmember )2 + (Xmeasure)2] 1/2 (4)
The total uncertainty for particle void size measurement
is shown in table 6. Subjectivity error was negligible for
this measurement. The measurement uncertainty associ-
ated with the finite duration of the strobed laser light
sheet was neglected.
The uncertainty in the convective velocity measure-
ments used the total uncertainty in x, z, and t and com-
puted the convective velocity error based on the method
outlined in reference 37 as
AV = I(-_12.-j-(W )2(-_ )211/2 (5)
where AS, which is the resultant of the maximum total
uncertainty in x and z, is defined as
AS = (Ax 2 +Az2) I/2 (6)
and t is the total wake age divided by rotor rotational
frequency
7t_ w
t - (7)
180_
The resolution of the shaft encoder was _+0.176 °,
which corresponded to At = 1.39 x 10 -5 sec. Table 7 pre-
sents the total uncertainty in velocity AV for the convec-
tive velocity measurements for both advance ratios.
To evaluate the frame-to-frame fidelity of the video-
tape system, the convective velocity was analyzed with
azimuthal intervals of 11.25 ° for interframe analysis and
90 ° for intraframe analysis. The convective velocity was
determined by analysis of the distance between succes-
sive vortices over the given azimuthal increment. The
time to traverse the distance is given by the previous
equation. By summation of the convective velocities
between each azimuthal increment over the total wake
history, a standard deviation of the mean convective
velocity was determined. The frame-to-frame fidelity
was quantified by
Ax = [(AV)t]ll.25 = [(AV)t]90 (8)
The configuration for y/R = -0.8 and _t = O. 15 was
analyzed. For the 11.25 ° increment, the standard devia-
tion of the convective velocity was determined to be
67.51 ft/sec and Ax was determined to be 0.72 in. A stan-
dard deviation of 9.24 ft/sec and a Ax of 0.79 in. were
computed for the case where the azimuthal increment
was 90 °. Because Ax for both azimuthal increments was
approximately equivalent, the frame-to-frame fidelity
was considered to be very good.
Analytical Methods
The experimental data were compared with the
results of four computer codes: (1) a Navier-Stokes
method developed at Iowa State University to compare
the location of the experimental roll-up of the tip vortices
into an apparent disk vortex, the vertical trajectory, the
horizontal contraction, and the rotor performance (this
computer code was chosen to compare the results of
a relatively new prediction method with experimental
data), (2) a comprehensive computer code, Comprehen-
sive Analytical Method of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and
Dynamics-Johnson Aeronautics version (CAMRAD/
JA), to determine free-wake geometries for comparison
with the experimental tip vortex location, vertical skew
angle, and rotor performance (the computer code was
readily available and had been widely used in previous
comparisons with in-house experimental data (ref. 38)),
(3) a prescribed wake geometry computer code, the Gen-
eralized Wake module developed at United Technologies
Research Center (UTRC) (ref. 6), for comparison with
the experimental tip vortex location and vertical skew
angle (this computer code offered the advantage of being
simple to run and utilized a mature prediction technique),
and (4) a Rotor-Wake-Fuselage (RWF) computer code,
which was developed by the U.S. Army at NASA
Langley Research Center (ref. 39), to generate free-wake
geometries by a vortex lattice method for comparison
with the experimental tip vortex location and vertical
skew angle of the wake with and without the effects of
the fuselage (the RWF computer code allowed the com-
parison of the effects of the fuselage on the geometry of
the wake).
Three-Dimensional Navier-Stokes Calculations
In this method the viscous flow field surrounding the
rotor was modeled by the steady laminar incompressible
3-D Navier-Stokes equations. These equations were
solvedbya finite volume approach known as SIMPLER.
(See ref. 40.) The rotor blades were modeled implicitly
as time-averaged source terms embedded in the momen-
tum equations. The source terms were added only at the
points in the computational grid through which the rotor
blades pass. (See ref. 41.) Therefore, in this technique a
body-fitted rotational grid was not required for the rotor
blades. The computational grid was used only to simulate
the flow field induced by the rotor system on an average
or steady-state basis. A consequence of this modeling
technique was that less CPU memory was required in the
simulation of the rotor flow field than for the conven-
tional Navier-Stokes computations in which a dense
body-fitted grid over the rotor blade surface is needed.
As the rotor blade spins, it imparts a certain amount
of momentum to the fluid. This change in momentum is
related to sectional aerodynamic and geometric charac-
teristics of the blade. With the computed blade section
Mach number and angle of attack, a look-up table was
used to obtain the local lift and drag coefficients. Next,
the source terms were calculated from the rotor forces
and added to the momentum equations. The source
terms, which were unknown at the start of the iterations,
were fully coupled with the flow field and evolved as
part of the solution. Therefore, the presence of the rotor
influenced the flow field, and in turn, the perturbed flow
field altered the load and the inflow distribution on the
rotor disk from one iteration to another until a steady-
state converged solution was reached. (See ref. 42.)
In this analysis, the cyclic and collective pitch inputs
were determined from a trimming procedure based on the
approach given in reference 43. For a given flow field
around the rotor, the steady-state flapping motion of a
blade was determined by solution of a nonlinear equation
representing the sum of moments about a flapping hinge.
Next, an inner-loop iteration was performed to achieve
zero flapping with respect to the tip-path plane by cyclic
pitch adjustments. The desired propulsive force was
attained by an outer-loop iteration to adjust the collective
pitch. No attempt was made to achieve a complete
moment balance on the rotor disk.
The Navier-Stokes computations were performed
only on an isolated rotor system. Therefore, the fuselage
was not modeled. The calculations were conducted on a
stretched cylindrical grid, which was aligned with the
free stream, with 114000 control volumes. The grid den-
sity was increased in the vicinity of the rotor system to
capture the two resulting apparent disk vortex structures.
A velocity vector plot is shown in figure 6 at x/R = 1.88
and _ = 0.15. A velocity vector is plotted at each grid
point and, thus, is a good indication of grid size and
density.
The location of the apparent disk vortex was
obtained from a plot of vorticity contours in the region of
the apparent disk vortex and the center of the vorticity
contours. Figure 7 shows a representative vorticity con-
tour plot used to determine the center of the roll-up of
the tip vortices into apparent disk vortices at xlR = 1.88
and la = 0.15. The data were then converted into wind
axis coordinates. A converged solution was attained in
400 iterations with each iteration taking about 10 sec of
CPU time on the Cray Y-MP computer.
CAMRAD/JA Model
Theoretical performance parameters and rotor wake
geometry results were generated by CAMRAD/JA. (See
ref. 44.) The CAMRAD/JA was used in this study
because it had been used previously to analyze the rotor
system and was able to provide performance estimates as
well as wake geometry predictions with a free-wake
approach.
The free-wake analysis of CAMRAD/JA is based on
the method of Scully. (See ref. 7.) Line segments are
used for the tip vortex with either rectangular sheets or
line segments (the present analysis) used for the inboard-
shed and trailed wake vorticities. The geometry of the
tip vortices was allowed to distort outboard of the
80-percent span. Inboard of this, a rigid geometry was
used. The wake is modeled with a near- and far-wake
scheme. The near wake was rigid (fixed with respect to
the blade), whereas the far wake was allowed to distort,
which increased the computational efficiency.
The analysis was performed by trimming the rotor
thrust coefficient and the longitudinal and lateral flap-
ping angles to experimental values by use of collective
and cyclic blade pitch with a fixed shaft angle. Trim
parameters used in the present analysis included 70 con-
trol iterations, a tolerance for motion convergence
EPMOTN = 0.0 01 °, a factor reducing control increment
in order to improve trim convergence FACTOR = 0.1,
and a tolerance for circulation convergence
EPCr RC : AC T/t_ = 0. 001. The control step in pertur-
bation identification of derivative matrix DELTA was
1.2 ° with five trim iterations between perturbation
MTRIMD.
Nine radial aerodynamic segments were used with
edges at r/R = 0.246, 0.450, 0.550, 0.663, 0.738, 0.800,
0.850, 0.900, 0.950, and 1.000. The extents of the wake
regions in azimuthal increments of 15° were as follows:
near wake of 6, rolling-up wake of 12, far-wake tip vorti-
ces of 48, and far-wake tip vortices (for points off the
rotor disk) of 96. Three wake geometry iterations were
used in the analysis. A tip loss factor of 0.97 was used,
and static stall and unsteady aerodynamic models were
incorporated in the analysis. The tip vortex core size was
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set to 0.0025R for the nonuniform inflow model and free-
wake model. The vortex-bursting model was suppressed.
Airfoil section characteristics used in the analysis were
taken from the NACA 0012 airfoil data table of refer-
ence 45. The tip vortices were composed of line seg-
ments of linear circulation distribution, and the resolu-
tion of the wake analysis was 15°. A uniform radial
distribution was used for blade mass, chordwise bend-
ing stiffness, torsional stiffness, and flapwise bending
stiffness.
The wake geometry output gave wake age in degrees
and the x, y, and z locations of the tip vortex in the "Iq'P
coordinate system. The data were converted to the wind
axis coordinate system (the coordinate system of the
experimental data). Then, converted data were inter-
polated linearly to obtain tip vortex locations in the plane
of the laser light sheet. The CW and CCW tip vortices
were sorted in ascending wake age. The calculations
required approximately 5 min of CPU time on a Cray-2 S
supercomputer.
Generalized Wake
A stand-alone version of the UTRC Generalized
Wake module (ref. 46) was used to generate theoretical
rotor wake geometries. The analysis was extremely quick
and easy to use with limited data input (C T, (/.TAP, b1-,a0,
and number of blades).
The Generalized Wake models the wake as a classi-
cal undistorted skewed helical sheet of vorticity and a
distorted tip vortex. The undistorted tip vortex geometry,
x/R and y/R, is given by
X = COS(_I/w_ _)'b) + _t_l/w (9)R
Y - sin(Ww - _[/b) (10)
R
The z/R coordinate of the undistorted wake was obtained
from CT, Obl-pp, and It. The tip vortex geometry was then
distorted in the z coordinate. The tip vortex distortion
function was generalized from the identified wake defini-
tion parameters. (See refs. 6 and 47.) Observations of the
helicopter wake were made to develop fundamental
mathematical models to represent the axial distortion.
The distortion is based on an amplitude-scaling function
and a geometric shape function. The amplitude-scaling
function generalizes the amplitude of the distortions with
wake age, and the shape function generalizes the charac-
teristic azimuthal distribution of the distortions with
wake age. The amplitude-scaling function was acquired
from an exponential curve fit of the variations of the dis-
tortion peaks with wake age. An analytical study was
conducted to evaluate mathematical expressions for the
amplitude-scaling factor and shape function and was
based on distorted wake predictions for several actual
and representative rotors and operating conditions.
The wake geometry output gave wake age in degrees
and the x, y, and z locations of the tip vortex in the TIP
coordinate system. The data were converted to the wind
axis coordinate system (the coordinate system of the
experimental data). Then, converted data were inter-
polated linearly to obtain tip vortex locations in the plane
of the laser light sheet. The CW and CCW tip vortices
were sorted in ascending wake age. The calculations
were performed on a workstation and CPU time was
negligible.
RWF Model
The Rotor-Wake-Fuselage (RWF) computer pro-
gram was used to determine the combined aerodynamic
effects of lifting rotor system full-sheet free wakes in the
presence of a nonlifting fuselage. This analysis used a
limited number of inputs (i.e., number of blades, advance
ratio, blade twist, rotor shaft, collective pitch, cyclic
pitch, coning angle, and flapping angles) to determine the
wake of an untrimmed rotor. (See ref. 48.)
The method of computation of the effects of the lift-
ing rotor blade in steady flight was developed with a con-
ventional vortex lattice method for the blades and wake
with constant-source panels for the fuselage. Piecewise
constant-strength vortex filaments were computed from
doublet panels representing the panels of the rotor blade
and wake geometry. The Biot-Savart law was applied to
each segment of the combined blade wake vortex lattice
to compute the convected distortion for all points in the
wake. Boundary conditions permitted an arbitrary veloc-
ity and orientation in space for each panel.
The unsteady aerodynamics are solved by time step-
ping a solution with quasi-steady approximations to the
flow. The initial geometry of the rotor wake includes
only a single downstream row of doublet panels that rep-
resent the rotor wake. The solution procedure impul-
sively starts the rotor, and at each successive time step,
the rotor blade sheds a new downstream row of doublet
panels. The solution of the system of equations is made
in a series of time steps as the rotor system advances
through successive azimuthal steps and the geometry of
the rotor and body moves forward in the fluid.
The potential theory model for calculation of the
aerodynamic characteristics of a nonlifting fuselage con-
figuration was adapted from the method of Hess and
Smith. (See ref. 49.) The computer code modeled the
flow in the presence of nonlifting fuselage elements and
determined the source strength for each of the panels
forming the fuselage surface. Separated regions on the
fuselage were neglected. Compressibility effects were
neglected,and retreatingbladeseparation and flow
reversal were not closely modeled. Thirty panels were
used for each blade, and 650 fuselage panels were used.
The wake geometry output gave the x, y, and z loca-
tions of the outer edge of the vortex sheet in the TIP
coordinate system. The data were converted to the wind
axis coordinate system (the coordinate system of the
experimental data). Then, the converted data were inter-
polated linearly to obtain tip vortex locations in the plane
of the laser light sheet. The CW and CCW tip vorti-
ces were sorted in ascending wake age. The calcula-
tions required approximately 12 hr of CPU time on an
SGI 4D/35 workstation.
Results
Performance Comparisons
Table 8 provides a comparison between experimen-
tal rotor performance and the predictions of CAMRAD/
JA and the 3-D Navier-Stokes computer codes. In
the table, note the significant discrepancy between
the power measured experimentally and that predicted
by CAMRAD/JA. Numerous attempts to improve corre-
lation with the measured performance parameters by
manipulation of the size of the tip vortex core radius
proved to be of limited effectiveness. Manipulation of
the tip vortex radius brought about only minor changes in
the wake geometry and had no effect on the vertical skew
angle of the tip vortices. In light of this, Scully (ref. 7)
recommended that a tip vortex radius of 0.0025R (0.03c)
be used in this study. Note that the coning angle was not
measured in this test. The estimate of the coning angle is
based on data from a previous test with the same rotor
system.
Vortex Position
Disk vortex. The roll-up of the edges of the total
rotor wake structure is called an apparent disk vortex.
The laser light sheet used to visualize this apparent disk
vortex was a continuous beam and was oriented perpen-
dicular to the free stream at locations of x/R from 1.0 to
4.0 in increments of 0.5R and permitted a time-averaged
view of the rotor wake. For all locations, the apparent
disk vortex exhibited a well-defined center void of parti-
cles. A typical videotape image of the roll-up of the tip
vortices into an apparent disk vortex is shown in figure 8.
The center of the apparent disk vortex is the area void of
smoke particles in the center of the vortex structure. Fig-
ures 9 and 10 show the lateral contraction of the apparent
disk vortex at stations downstream of the rotor for
advance ratios of 0.15 and 0.23, respectively. Recall that
the experimental data were obtained with an average
of 30 images for a single apparent disk vortex location.
These figures also show the apparent disk vortex paths
determined from the results of the Navier-Stokes solver.
The Navier-Stokes solver gave the vorticity contours
behind the wake, and the center of the apparent disk vor-
tex was determined from these vorticity contours. Note
that the coordinate (0,0,0) is the center of the rotor hub
with the sign and axis convention shown in figure 4. In
figures 9 and 10, note that the curves exhibited a slight
contraction downstream of the disk. The theoretical pre-
dictions for both advance ratios appear to be very good
except far downstream on the advancing side of the rotor
disk. The effect that the rotor moment imbalance of the
Navier-Stokes results has on the rotor wake is unknown.
A least-squares fit to a linear trajectory was performed on
the experimental and theoretical data to determine wake
contraction t_l and the results are presented in table 9.
Note that for a given advance ratio, the disk vortex
appeared to have a greater contraction on the advancing
side for the experimental data than for Navier-Stokes
predictions.
Figures 11-14 depict the apparent disk vortex trajec-
tories ct I with respect to the horizontal plane for both
advance ratios. The theoretical predictions compare very
well with the experimental data. From the contraction
data in table 9, note that both theoretical and experimen-
tal data show that increasing the advance ratio produces a
decrease (in absolute magnitude) in the slope of the disk
vortex trajectory for both the retreating and advancing
sides. This decrease is a consequence of a higher free-
stream velocity flattening out the trajectory for the higher
advance ratio.
For a constant advance ratio and thrust coefficient,
the disk vortex trajectories appear to indicate the relative
strength of the rotor downwash between the advancing
and retreating sides. Greater downwash on the advancing
side, relative to the retreating side, is indicated by the
greater downward slope of the apparent disk vortex tra-
jectory on the advancing side, as shown in table 9. This
greater downwash on the advancing side for both theoret-
ical and experimental data can be qualitatively under-
stood from the cycloidal geometry of the tip vortex wake.
On the advancing side of the rotor disk, the tip vortex fil-
aments from all the blades are more aligned with the
free-stream velocity and with each other. Consequently,
the filaments act in unison to produce a greater down-
wash on the advancing side. Although this qualitative
argument assumes nearly constant tip vortex strength,
this asymmetry of the rotor wake has been seen previ-
ously on both small- and full-scale rotor systems (refs. 17
and 19) and has been predicted theoretically (e.g.,
ref. 12).
Tip vortex. By orientation of a strobed laser light
sheet parallel to the flow, the individual blade tip vortices
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wereilluminated.A typicalvideotapeimageisshownin
figure15withannotationsof thetermsusedtodescribe
theresults.In thisexample,fourvortexstructuresare
identified:tipvorticesthatrotateclockwise(CW)(seen
byanobserverstandingontheportsideoftherotorsys-
temin forwardflight)andformapartofthelowerwake
boundary,asecondrowof tipvorticesdownstreamof the
firstrowthatrotatescounterclockwise(CCW)andforms
apartof thelowerwakeboundary,tip vorticesthatdis-
tort andwraparoundtheapparentdiskvortexandform
anupperboundaryofthewake,andaconecreatedbythe
tipvorticesrollingupintotheapparentdiskvortex.The
termslowerandupperboundaryof thewakepertainto
thepositionof thetipvorticesin relationtotheroll-up
intoanapparentdiskvortex.Thepartof thewakethat
formsalowerboundaryliesbelowtheroll-up,andthe
partofthewakethatformsanupperboundaryliesabove
theroll-upof thetip vorticesintoanapparentdiskvor-
tex.Figure16showsthesameconfigurationasfigure15
butwiththewindtunnellightsturnedon.
A simplifiedrepresentationf thewakeisshownin
figure 17anddepictsthebladetip vortexas it cuts
throughthelaserlight sheetasseenfromabove.The
observer(i.e.,thevideocamera)perceivesaclockwise
rotationof thetip vorticescreatedastherotorblades
slicethroughthelaserlightsheetatanazimuthof 233°.
Anapparentcounterclockwiserotationofthetipvortices
isseenwhentherotorbladereentersthelaserlightsheet
atanazimuthof 306°.Ontheoutboardedgeof thewake
thetipvortexdistorts,rollsup(orcomesoutof thepage
in fig. 17),andmovesinboard;thus,it formsanupper
boundaryof thewakestructureasit slicesthroughthe
laserlight sheetagain.An apparentdiskvortexforms
betweenthelowerwakeboundaryandtheupperdis-
tortedwake.Thisapparentdiskvortexexpandsasit
movesdownstreamand,whenslicedbythelasersheet,
appearsasa sliceof a cone-shapedstructure.Fromthe
sideviewwitha laserlightsheet,thewakeisseenasa
seriesof vorticesemanatingfromtheforwardandaft
portionsoftherotordisk.(Seefig. 18.)
Thevorticeseenin figure15occurwhentheblades
arelocatedat azimuthalanglesof 0%90%180°, and
270°.Twotrainsof tip vorticesarecreatedbytherotor
blades.ThevorticesrotatingCW are created when the
rotor blade is situated in the forward section of the rotor
disk, and the vortices rotating CCW are created when the
rotor blades are positioned on the aft portion of the disk.
The strobed laser light sheet caused the vortices to appear
stationary, and every fourth tip vortex represented one
complete rotor revolution. No noticeable unsteadiness
was observed when the videotape was viewed even for
relatively "old" tip vortices (i.e., vortices with a wake
age greater than 360°). A single image could contain, in
some instances, tip vortices of 3 to 4 rotor revolutions.
However, multiple images were required to analyze all
the tip vortices for a given condition.
The data obtained from figure 15 were plotted in fig-
ure 19. Figure 19(a) depicts a simplistic representation of
the videotape image shown in figure 15. The idealized
vortex locations are then plotted in figure 19(b). The
space between the vortex cores can be filled by a change
of phase of the strobed laser light with respect to the ref-
erence blade in 11.25 ° increments until an increment of
90 ° is obtained.
As noted in the section "Uncertainty Estimates," a
statistical analysis, which also quantified wake periodic-
ity, was conducted on three tip vortices in three locations.
The rotor wake was periodic and repeatable. Table 2 rep-
resents the subjectivity error found in this test but also
provides a conservative estimate of wake periodicity.
Figures 20-27 show the vortex trajectory data taken
with the laser light sheet situated at ylR = !_0.8 and +0.3
and at two advance ratios of 0.15 and 0.23. Also plotted
are the theoretical results obtained from CAMRAD/JA
(Scully free wake), Generalized Wake (prescribed wake),
and the RWF analysis of the tip vortex trajectories with
and without the effects of a fuselage in the flow. The the-
oretical data were obtained by linear interpolation of the
wake geometry coordinates closest to the laser light sheet
plane on either side of the target y/R location of the light
sheet plane.
The experimental data in figures 20-27 are presented
for a vortex core that is clearly visible. Because of geom-
etry, the vortices should first cross the laser light sheet at
xlR = _+0.6 for a light sheet positioned at ylR = _+0.8 and
at x/R = _+0.95 for a light sheet positioned at ylR = _+0.3.
This origin tip vortex location is obtained from
x i1 ,1,,
Rorigin
In most instances these tip vortex locations, where the
rotor blade first crosses the laser light sheet plane, were
documented with the light sheet strobe slip synchronized.
For an advance ratio of 0.15 and a laser light sheet
plane at y/R = 0.8 (figs. 20(a) and 21(a)), the experimen-
tal data are compared with three theories (CAMRAD/JA,
Generalized Wake, and RWF). The tip vortices, which
are visible toward the front of the rotor disk (i.e. the
lower boundary CW data), initially convect above the
TIP and then descend. This effect on the leading edge
of the rotor disk (also reported by other researchers in
refs. 20, 28, and 50) is due to the upwash induced by the
rotor. The tip vortex farthest upstream will be induced
upward by the downstream tip vortices. After the first
blade passage, this tip vortex will be induced downward
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bythetip vortex,whichis nowfarthestupstream.(See
ref. 7.) Inflowmeasurementsa advanceratiosof 0.15
and0.23onthepresentexperimentalconfigurationhave
confirmedtheexistenceof significantupwashon the
leadingedgeof therotordisk.(Seerefs.13and51.)
Figure20(a)showsexperimentaldataplottedwith
resultsfromCAMRAD/JAandGeneralizedWake.Nei-
thertheorypredictedtheinitialupwashoftheexperimen-
talCW data. The Generalized Wake predicted the down-
stream convection of the experimental CCW tip vortices
better than CAMRAD/JA. Because of video camera opti-
cal blockage caused by the fuselage, only a limited
amount of experimental CW data could be obtained.
Well-defined vortices were not apparent for the experi-
mental CCW data until x/R = 1.1 instead of xlR = 0.6,
where the vortices actually originated in this laser light
sheet plane, as seen in figure 20(a) for B = 0.15.
At a higher advance ratio of 0.23, the Generalized
Wake accurately predicted the location of the CCW tip
vortices, as shown in figure 20(b). Once again, data from
the CAMRAD/JA CCW overpredict the downward con-
vection of tip vortices. Neither theory accurately predicts
the initial upwash or the downward convection of the
experimental CW tip vortices. The scarcity of data
between xlR = 0.3 and 1.00 is due to video camera opti-
cal blockage by the fuselage. The primary video camera
was located on the retreating side of the disk, and a sig-
nificant number of tip vortices were hidden behind the
fuselage (the laser light sheet plane was positioned on the
advancing side). Visible CCW vortices were not appar-
ent until approximately x/R = 1.3, which is a significant
distance from the origin of the vortices at xlR = 0.6. The
video camera, which was positioned on the advancing
side of the rotor, viewed only the forward portion of the
disk.
Experimental data and results from the RWF com-
puter code (with and without fuselage effects) are shown
in figure 21(a) for a laser light sheet plane of y/R = 0.8
and an advance ratio of 0.15. The fuselage has little
effect on the tip vortex trajectory of the RWF computer
code. The RWF results, with and without fuselage
effects, fail to predict the extent of the upwash of the
experimental CW data and overpredict the tip vortex
vertical skew angle for the experimental CW and CCW
data. Figure 21(b) combines the RWF analysis results
with the experimental data at a laser light sheet plane of
ylR = 0.8 and an advance ratio of 0.23. Again, little effect
of the fuselage on the tip vortex trajectories is noted for
the RWF analysis. The RWF results overpredict the
downward convection of the experimental tip vortices
and fail to predict the extent of the initial upwash of the
experimental CW data. The jagged nature of the RWF
theoretical data seen farthest downstream in figures 21 (a)
and 21 (b) is due to the time-stepping method of this com-
puter code.
More inboard at a laser light sheet location of
y/R = 0.3 and bt =0.15, CAMRAD/JA adequately pre-
dicted the experimental CCW data. (See fig. 22(a).) The
Generalized Wake underpredicts these data, and both
theories fail to accurately model the initial upwash and
the downward convection of the experimental CW tip
vortices. Again, the gaps in the experimental CW data for
both advance ratios were due to video camera optical
blockage by the fuselage. At the higher advance ratio
of 0.23 for the laser light sheet plane of y/R = 0.3
(fig. 22(b)), CAMRAD/JA and the Generalized Wake
underpredict the initial upwash seen in the experimental
CW data. The Generalized Wake underpredicted the
downward convection of the experimental tip vortices;
however, experimental tip vortex convection data are
predicted by CAMRAD/JA.
The RWF computer code slightly underpredicts the
extent of the initial upwash of the experimental data for a
laser light sheet location of y/R = 0.3 and _t = 0.15. (See
fig. 23(a).) Surprisingly, the effect of the fuselage on the
tip vortex trajectory is predicted to be small in this more
inboard plane. This effect is attributed to the fact that the
fuselage is a slender body. The RWF analysis predicts
well the tip vortex trajectory of the experimental data at
the higher advance ratio of 0.23. (See fig. 23(b).) Slight
effects of the tip vortex trajectory caused by the fuselage
are noted for RWF analysis of the CW vortices.
With the laser light sheet positioned at y/R =-0.3
(retreating side) and l.t = 0.15, the Generalized Wake ini-
tially predicts well the location and trajectory of the
experimental tip vortices for the lower advance ratio.
(See fig. 24(a).) Note that experimental CCW data at an
advance ratio of 0.15 were not visible. However, the
Generalized Wake failed to predict the significant change
in the tip vortex vertical skew angle of the experimental
CW data at x/R = 0.5 for an advance ratio of 0.15. For
x/R > 0.5, the experimental CW tip vortices are seen to
convect downward at a steeper angle than the experimen-
tal CW tip vortices for xlR < 0.5. The CAMRAD/JA pre-
dicted a significant change in vortex vertical skew angle
(although a lesser magnitude) at xlR = -0.4 instead of at
the experimental value of xlR = 0.5. The RWF analysis
predicts well the experimental CW data. (See fig. 25(a).)
The CAMRAD/JA and the Generalized Wake ade-
quately predicted the location of the tip vortices for
p = 0.23. (See fig. 24(b).) The CAMRAD/JA slightly
overpredicted the downward convection of the experi-
mental CW tip vortices, whereas the Generalized Wake
slightly underpredicted the downward convection of the
experimental CCW tip vortices. The RWF computer
code at the higher advance ratio was seen to adequately
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predicthelocationof thetip vortices.(Seefig. 25(b).)
LittledifferencewasnotedbetweentheRWFcomputer
coderunwith fuselageffectsandtheRWFcomputer
coderunwithoutfuselageffects.
Figure26(a)showsresultsata laserlightsheetposi-
tionofylR = -8 and _t = 0.15. The CAMRAD/JA model
predicted the experimental wake geometry very well.
In fact, the model prediction is perplexing because
CAMRAD/JA does such a good job of matching the
experimental data (particularly the experimental CW
data) on the retreating side but does such a poor job of
predicting the experimental behavior on the advancing
side. The Generalized Wake underpredicted the tip vor-
tex vertical skew angle. In figure 27(a), the RWF com-
puter code predicted the initial upwash of the
experimental CW tip vortices but underpredicted the
downward convection of the experimental tip vortices.
At the higher advance ratio of 0.23 at a laser light
sheet plane of ylR = -0.8, CAMRAD/JA predicts the tip
vortex trajectory for both CW and CCW data. (See
fig. 26(b).) The Generalized Wake underpredicts the
experimental data. The RWF computer code predicts the
tip vortex trajectory with only minor effects of the fuse-
lage noted on the computed tip vortex trajectory. (See
fig. 27(b).) The relatively slender body is not expected to
have any significant effects at ylR = _+0.8.
As mentioned previously, the tip vortices wrap up
and around the apparent disk vortex. The wrap-up of the
tip vortices are shown in figure 28 and defined as the
experimental upper tip vortex data. Also plotted in these
figures are the apparent disk vortex locations that were
described previously. Although the y/R locations for
these data are not quite the same as the laser light sheet
plane, they are used here to show that the apparent disk
vortex position lies between the upper and lower bound-
aries of the tip vortices. Note that all experimental upper
tip vortex data consisted of vortex "foot prints" (series
of crests and troughs) without clearly defined vortex
centers.
Figure 28(a) shows the tip vortex wrap-up that
occurs for a laser light sheet location of y/R =-0.8 and
an advance ratio of 0.15. From the experimental data, the
apparent disk vortex center lies between the experimental
CCW and upper tip vortices. The CAMRAD/JA pre-
dicted a wrap-up to be much lower than the experimental
(upper) wrap-up. In addition, a predicted apparent disk
vortex, which lies between the CAMRAD/JA CCW and
upper tip vortex data, is lower than the experimental
apparent disk vortex location. However, what is unclear
is the effect that the relatively coarse resolution of 15 °
used for the CAMRAD/JA computations has on the pre-
diction of the vortex wrap-up location and trajectory.
For an advance ratio of 0.15 and a laser light sheet
plane at y/R = 0.8 (fig. 28(b)), the apparent disk vortex
position lies between the experimental CCW and upper
tip vortex data. The CAMRAD/JA CCW and upper
tip vortex predictions are also plotted. Once again,
CAMRAD/JA predicted a wrap-up to be significantly
lower than the experimental data. The prediction of
the apparent disk vortex position, as suggested by the
CAMRAD/JA prediction, is significantly lower than the
apparent disk vortex position determined experimentally.
Figure 28(c) shows the tip vortex wrap-up that
occurs for a laser light sheet location of y/R = 0.8 and an
advance ratio of 0.23. Consistent with the above observa-
tions, the location of predicted CAMRAD/JA upper tip
vortex data is significantly lower than the experimental
upper tip vortex data. Again, the CAMRAD/JA predic-
tion is significantly lower than the apparent disk vortex
position determined experimentally.
A summary of the tip vortex vertical skew angle data
is provided in tables 10 and 11. An (a) in the column in
the tables indicates insufficient data. Values were
obtained by a linear least-squares fit of the data. As a
comparison, the momentum wake angle o_w, which was
determined from classic momentum considerations
(function of advance and inflow ratios in ref. 21), was
calculated to be -14.01 ° at la=0.15 and -9.44 ° at
_t =0.23 with respect to the horizontal plane. The
scarcity of experimental data in some instances may
give misleading conclusions, particularly for y/R = 0.8
and bt=0.15. Nevertheless, important trends were
observed, which are described as follows.
At the lower advance ratio of 0.15 and for the out-
board laser light sheet planes of y/R = +0.8, the greatest
(in absolute magnitude) vertical skew angle is shown on
the retreating side. (See table 10(a).) This was the oppo-
site of the trend seen previously for the apparent disk
vortices. Recall that the apparent disk vortex trajectory
on the advancing side had a greater slope when compared
with the retreating side. With a laser light sheet oriented
perpendicularly to the free stream, the apparent disk vor-
tices were generally more tightly rolled up on the
advancing side than on the retreating side. (See fig. 29.)
In addition, this tighter roll-up may be seen by compari-
son of the cone angles (the angle formed by the upper
and lower CCW boundaries) in figures 28(a) and 28(b).
The cone angle on the retreating side was approxi-
mately 22 °, whereas on the advancing side, the cone
angle was estimated to be 12 °. The greater concentration
and alignment of tip vortex filaments on the advancing
side may be a reason for the blade tip vortices to be more
tightly rolled into the apparent disk vortex on this side.
The CAMRAD/JA predicted a cone angle, the angle
formed between the CCW lower and upper boundaries,
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to be11° ontheretreatingsideand9°on theadvancing
side.
At thehigheradvanceratio,theoutboardtipvortices
hadapproximatelythe sameverticalskewangleon
the retreating side as on the advancing side. (See
table 10(b).) Both experimental and CAMRAD/JA data
predicted a cone angle, the angle formed between the
CCW lower and upper boundaries, of 8°.
For the outboard planes of y/R = _+0.8 and at both
advance ratios, the Generalized Wake model predicted
the greater vertical skew angle of the tip vortices to exist
on the retreating side, but CAMRAD/JA and RWF (both
with and without a fuselage) predicted the greater verti-
cal skew angle of the tip vortices to occur on the advanc-
ing side.
With the laser light sheet positioned at the inboard
planes of y/R = _+0.3 and for both advance ratios, the
vertical skew angle was greater on the advancing side
than on the retreating side. The lone exception was
CAMRAD/JA CCW data at an advance ratio of 0.23.
In figures 30-33 a single tip vortex filament was
viewed from above, viewed from behind, and plotted as
height z/R versus wake age for a blade azimuth of 0 °.
From the view above, the theories generally do predict
the X-Y plane wake geometry well. (See figs. 30(a),
31 (a), 32(a), and 33(a).) However, a discrepancy resulted
between theoretical and experimental data for the
inboard laser light sheet planes ylR = _+0.3. Note that the
experimental data (except for y/R = 0.3 and la = 0.23)
were significantly upstream of the predictions for both
advance ratios. The scarcity of laser light sheet plane cuts
makes results unclear if rotor-fuselage interactions or
some other wake-distorting effects are having an influ-
ence on the inboard portion of the wake.
In figures 30(b), 31 (b), 32(b), and 33(b), the down-
ward displacement of the theoretical tip vortex traces at
approximately y/R = 2-0.6 was thought to be an indication
of downwash strength. The greater vertical skew angle
seen on the advancing side of the CAMRAD/JA and
RWF (with and without fuselage effects) data, when
compared with the retreating side, indicated greater
downwash on this side. Conversely, the Generalized
Wake data had a greater vertical skew angle on the
retreating side, which would correspond to a greater
downwash on this side. The experimental data showed
that the greatest apparent disk vortex trajectory slope was
on the advancing side and that the tip vortices on that
side exhibited a tighter roll-up into the apparent disk vor-
tex. (See fig 29.) The tip vortices exhibit a more shallow
trajectory on the advancing side. Thus, CAMRAD/JA
was seen to predict the correct trends in the downwash
but not the correct tip vortex distortion.
Figures 30(c), 31(c), 32(c), and 33(c) (plotted as
height z/R versus vortex wake age) show good correla-
tion between the experimental data and the predictions of
the Generalized Wake and the RWF computer codes.
The predicted results of the RWF computer code with
fuselage effects were only slightly better than the RWF
computer code without fuselage effects. (See figs. 32(c)
and 33(c).) For wake ages greater than 135 °, the
CAMRAD/JA data are seen to generally overpredict the
wake downwash. (See figs. 30(c) and 31 (c).)
Vortex Convective Velocity
The net convective velocity of the tip vortices in the
plane of the laser light sheet was estimated by computa-
tion of the distance between the first and last vortex, the
time required to traverse that distance, and the rotor
speed in rpm (a constant). The convective velocities cal-
culated in this manner are shown in table 11. The con-
vective velocities in the table are based on the distance
between the farthest visible vortex upstream and the far-
thest visible vortex downstream. From quantification of
the ratio of speeds VIV.,, the tip vortices generally are
convected downstream at approximately the free-stream
velocity.
Data indicate that the upper tip vortices convect
noticeably slower downstream. Slower convection is
most likely due to the inherent difficulty in determination
of the time required for the vortex to convect the given
distance. Recall that the upper tip vortex data occur when
a tip vortex rolls up and over the apparent disk vortex.
The upper tip vortex intersects the laser light sheet plane
twice. (See fig. 17.) The location of the two vortex inter-
sections could not be determined, and a more detailed
study of the roll-up behavior is needed.
The angles of the convective velocity vector are
given in table 12 along with the components u and w of
the convective velocity. Because the convective velocity
angle was determined as the angle between the beginning
vortex and the ending vortex, these angles will be dif-
ferent from the vortex vertical skew angles (table 10) that
were determined from a least-squares fit of the tip vortex
data.
Particle Void Size of Tip Vortex
In this experiment, an attempt was made to quantify
the tip vortex core size by measurement of the size of the
dark region void of particles in the center of the vortex.
Results are shown in figures 34 and 35. The term particle
void size is used instead of vortex core size to differenti-
ate between the experimental measurement and the true
vortex core size. As shown in figures 34(a) and 34(b), the
particle void size increased with increasing distance
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downstream.Theaverageparticlevoidsizewasapproxi-
mately0.2c.
Table13showsreportedvortexcoresizes(basedon
maximumtangentialvelocity)determinedbyavarietyof
measurementtechniquesandtestconditions.Coresizes
measuredwithhot-wireprobes(refs.15and52-54)and
shadowgraphy(refs.24-26,28, and55) resultin the
reportedcoresizestoberelativelysmall(rv Ic < 0.07 for
moderate thrust coefficients) and, generally, to not
increase significantly with wake age (the exception is in
refs. 15 and 55). These results are in marked disagree-
ment with studies that utilized smoke flow visualiza-
tion (refs. 56-58 and the present investigation) or laser
velocimetry (ref. 59), where the core sizes were reported
to be larger and to increase with wake age. A possible
explanation is that the smoke particles were being centri-
fuged by the vortices causing inaccuracies in the true
measurement of the vortex core size.
The smoke generator used in this test emitted vapor
with a particle size of 4 to 6 _m. (See ref. 60.) The den-
sity of seeding particles is also important (propylene gly-
col has a specific gravity of 0.968). Observations were
similar for the apparent disk vortex particle void size,
which further confirms suspicions of particle centrifuge
and dispersion. (See figs. 35(a) and 35(b).)
As discussed earlier, no noticeable vortex core posi-
tion fluctuation was observed. This observation was at
variance with reported results and observations of Light,
Norman, and Frerking (ref. 27) and Leishman and Bagai
(ref. 28) who reported the vortex core location to fluctu-
ate noticeably for wake ages greater than approximately
270 ° . In this study, part of the reason for no noticeable
vortex core fluctuation may be the inherent difficulty in
the true vortex core being visible with smoke particles.
The void sizes measured in this study were at least five
times larger than those reported from shadowgraph core
size measurements. Because fluctuations reported by
Light et al. were on the order of 1 or 2 core diameters, the
fluctuations may not be easily seen with smoke particles.
Accurate measurements of vortex core size may be
possible with laser light sheets. However, care must be
exercised in the choice of particle size and density.
Inboard Sheet Edge Vortex
In the longitudinal data analysis, multiple vortices
were noted to exist in the wake that could not be identi-
fied as a primary tip vortex (either CW or CCW). These
vortices were attributed to the roll-up of the outer edge of
the wailing vortex sheet into a discrete vortical structure.
Recall that the wake of the rotor blade consists of the
coalesced tip vortex and a trailed vortex sheet. The sheet
and the discrete tip vortex are separated by the change in
sign of the circulation bound to the rotor blade near the
tip. Furthermore, the inboard sheet convects downward
at approximately twice the rate of the tip vortex. (See
ref. 5.) The trailed vortex sheet, which has been visual-
ized in hover studies (ref. 5), is believed to roll up at the
outer edge, which is in close proximity to the tip vortex.
This process is sketched in figure 36(a). The roll-up of
the outer edge of the vortex sheet follows a cycloidal
path in a manner similar to the tip vortex, but more
inboard. Viewed from the side in a laser light sheet, the
trailed vortex sheet is inboard of the tip vortex. (See
fig. 36(b).)
A roll-up of the inboard vortex sheet into a coherent
vortex is predicted on a rotor blade according to criteria
set forth by Betz (ref. 61) and Rossow (ref. 62). Vortex
roll-up will occur at sites of maximum sheet strength or
abrupt changes in sheet strength. (See ref. 62.)
The inboard sheet vortex (ISV) has been modeled on
helicopter wakes by free-wake computer codes (refs. 63
and 64), but, until recently, visualization with ISV has
been difficult due to the relative weakness of the ISV.
Mueller (ref. 65) investigated ISV in a water tunnel on a
simple nonrotating rotor blade. A vortex generator was
utilized upstream of the rotor blade to cause a change in
the spanwise lift distribution and, thus, create a strong
ISV. Recently, Kim, Komerath, and Liou (ref. 66) have
reported the existence of ISV on a small rotor system
with untwisted blades (triangular blade loading).
Figure 37 shows the vortices attributed to sheet roll-
up and affiliated with the CCW tip vortices for the laser
light sheet location of ylR = 0.3 and _t = 0.15. A magni-
fied view of these vortices is shown in this figure. The
vortices attributed to sheet roll-up were periodic, associ-
ated with the tip vortices, and visible in all laser light
sheet planes and at both advance ratios but were easiest
to qualify and quantify on the retreating side of the rotor
disk. Video camera optical blockage by the fuselage and
the different convection rates between ISV and tip vor-
tex, more noticeable farther downstream, made analysis
more difficult on the advancing side. Furthermore, ISV
rotation was noted to be in an opposite sense of the asso-
ciated tip vortex, and the ISV was noted to always be
inboard of the associated tip vortex. For clarity, figure 38
shows the same configuration in figure 37 but with the
wind tunnel lights turned on.
The vortices attributable to the roll-up of the outer
edge of the trailing vortex sheet were quantified for
laser light sheet locations of ylR =-0.8 and -0.3 and
for advance ratios of _t = 0.15 and 0.23. (See figs. 39
and 40.) The raw videotape images were run super-
imposed on a still image of the reference grid and ana-
lyzed frame by frame.
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Thelocationof theroll-upof the inboard sheet is
shown for y/R = -0.8 and _t = 0.15 in figure 39(a). Note
that the vertical scale has been expanded for clarity.
Also, the point (0,0,0) is the center of the rotor hub. The
vortices associated with the CW tip vortices were
inboard (closer to the rotor hub) and located higher than
the CW tip vortices. The vortices associated with the
CCW tip vortices were inboard and located lower than
the CCW tip vortices. These locations are geometrically
oriented correctly for vortices created by the roll-up of
the outer edge of the galling vortex sheet. Because of
coning, shaft tilt, and control inputs to the rotor, the
physical location of the blades dictates that the ISV
formed on the forward portion of the rotor disk is slightly
higher and farther inboard than the corresponding CW tip
vortex. (See fig. 36(b).) Likewise, the ISV formed on the
aft part of the rotor disk appears inboard and slightly
lower than its corresponding CCW tip vortex.
The ISV was hypothesized in reference 65 to be
caused by a disturbance of the spanwise blade loading
due to blade vortex interaction with the preceding blade.
Thus, the ISV was thought not to occur until after first
blade passage 01/w = 90 ° for the present rotor system). As
seen in figure 39(a), the ISV was observed to occur
before the first blade passage (_w < 900) • However, the
ISV observed before first blade passage was more diffi-
cult to see than the ISV created after first blade passage.
The ISV was observed to fluctuate spatially more
than the tip vortices, particularly as the ISV convected
downstream. The tip vortices appeared stationary during
videotape data frame-by-frame analysis, whereas the ISV
was observed to fluctuate noticeably frame by frame.
This observation may account for the scattering of the
ISV seen in figure 39(a).
The distance between the first observed tip vortex
(before first blade passage) and the corresponding ISV
was between rlR = 0.05 and 0.08. Immediately after the
first blade passage, the distance between the tip vortex
and the ISV was computed to be between rlR = 0.07
and 0.11. However, after the first blade passage, compu-
tation of the distance between the ISV and the tip vortex
was difficult because of a difference between sheet and
tip vortex convection rates.
An estimate of the location of ISV formation on the
rotor blade was based on the difference between tip vor-
tex and ISV locations. (See fig. 41(a).) Based on this
method, the ISV distance from the tip vortex was esti-
mated to be between rlR = 0.05 and 0.10. The assump-
tion that the tip vortex is formed at rlR = 0.99 (ref. 54)
corresponds to an ISV formation between rlR = 0.94
and 0.89. An alternate method was used to determine
ISV formation based on the ISV xlR measurement. (See
fig. 41(b).) The ISV formation for this method was
between rlR = 0.95 and 0.89. Reference 64 predicted
that the ISV would occur at rlR = 0.90.
A linear least-squares fit was performed to obtain the
vertical skew angle for ISV data. (See table 14.) Table 14
showed close agreement between the vortex vertical
skew angles of the tip vortex and ISV trajectory. Tip vor-
tex data downstream of the last ISV were deleted so that
the vortex vertical skew angle comparison would be over
the same distance. Therefore, the tip vortex vertical skew
angles in table 14 are different than the tip vortex vertical
skew angles in table 10.
Conclusions
At the higher advance ratio of 0.23, the ISV occurs
slightly inboard and higher than the CW tip vortices.
(See fig. 39(b).) The ISV created on the aft portion of
rotor disk could not be analyzed.
More inboard at a laser light sheet plane location of
ylR =-0.3, considerable scatter was noted in the ISV
data. (See fig. 40.) In figure 40, the ISV followed the
expected geometric relationship with the tip vortices as
seen previously in figure 39. Again, the ISV created on
the aft portion of rotor disk could not be analyzed.
Reference 66 reported that the distance between the
ISV and CCW tip vortex pairs (aft portion of the rotor
disk) was approximately twice the distance between the
ISV and the CW tip vortex pairs (forward portion of the
rotor disk). This difference was not seen in figure 39(a).
The distances between vortex pairs were approximately
equal for both the aft and forward portion of the
wake (rlR = 0.05 and 0.06, respectively).
Smoke injection in conjunction with laser light sheet
flow visualization has been used in the Langley 14- by
22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel to examine features of the
wake geometry of a helicopter rotor in forward level
flight (advance ratio bt = 0.15 and 0.23) at one thrust
level (thrust coefficient C T = 0.0064). Qualitative as well
as quantitative information was obtained and is available
for validation of computer codes. Location and skew
angle were obtained for the roll-up of tip vortices into an
apparent disk vortex and for blade tip vortices. In addi-
tion, tip vortex convective velocities were obtained. The-
oretical model results were compared with experimental
data, which showed the difficulties in prediction of a
complex rotor wake flow field. Important conclusions
from this study are as follows:
1. The greatest downwash occurs on the advancing
side of the rotor as shown by a comparison of
apparent disk vortex trajectories.
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2. The advancing side of the rotor disk has a tighter
roll-up of tip vortices into the apparent disk vortex
than the roll-up on the retreating side.
3. Tip vortices generally convect streamwise in the
plane of the laser light sheet at the free-stream
velocity.
4. Vortex core size measurements were attempted.
However, due to particle centrifugal action, the
measured void size is substantially larger than esti-
mates of core size reported by other researchers
using different techniques. Proper selection of par-
ticle size and density is required for these data.
5. Vortices were seen in the flow that were periodic
and associated with the tip vortices. These vortices
rotate in an opposite sense of the tip vortex. Based
on the geometry of the analyzed data, these vortices
are probably due to the roll-up of the outer edge of
the trailing vortex sheet and may be an important
feature to model in theoretical computer codes.
These vortices are seen both before and after the
first blade passage.
6. The Navier-Stokes solution generally predicts
apparent disk vortex location, lateral contraction,
and trajectory well.
7. The other theories (i.e., Comprehensive Analy-
tical Method of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and
Dynamics-Johnson Aeronautics (CAMRAD/JA),
Generalized Wake, and Rotor-Wake-Fuselage
(RWF)) have difficulty predicting the upwash
found on the leading edge of the rotor disk,
particularly at ylR=0.8. None of the theories
(i.e., CAMRAD/JA, Generalized Wake, or RWF)
accurately predict the position of the roll-up of tip
vortices.
8. The CAMRAD/JA and RWF (with and without the
effect of the fuselage) computer codes predict the
trend of greatest downwash on the advancing side.
The Generalized Wake predicts the greatest down-
wash on the retreating side, which is at variance
with the experimental data.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 2368143001
March 15, 1996
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Table 1. Limiting Minimum Uncertainty
(a) Lateral laser light sheet
Uncertainty for--
y, in.
xlR Min. Max.
1.0 +0.074 :L-0.104
1.5 +.067 +.074
2.0 +.074 +.118
2.5 +.104 +.173
3.0 +.134 +.152
3.5 +.119 +.201
4.0 _+..111 +.173
y/R z, in.
Min. Max. Min. Max.
!-0.002 _+0.003 !-0.042 _+0.058
+.002 +.003 +.042 +.051
+.002 +.003 _+0.42 +.058i
+.003i +.005 +.048 +.073
+.004 +.004 +.076 +.095
+.004 +.006 +.069 +.095
+.003 +.005 +.062 +.095
JR
Min. Max.
_+0.001 _+0.002
+.001 +.002
+.001 +.002
+.001 +.002
+.002 +.003
+.002 +.003
+.002 +.003
(b) Longitudinal laser light sheet
Camera
ylR position
-0.8 Port
-.3 Port
.3 Port
.3 Starboard
.8 Port
.8 Starboard
Uncertainty for--
X, in.
Min. Max.
+0.052 _+0.093
+.041 +.073
+.048 +.076
+.041 +.052
+.059 +.076
+.041 +.045
xlR
Min. Max.
_+0.002 _+0.004 i
+.001 +.002
+.001 +.002
_+.001 +.002
+.002 +.002
+.001 +.001
Z, ill.
Min. Max.
_+0.038 _+0.055
+.035 +.047
+.O38 +.055
+.038 +.051
+.045 +.055
+.035 +.037
z/R
Min. Max.
__+0.001 _+0.002
+.001 +.001
+.001 +.002
+.001 +.002
+.001 +.002
+.001 _.001
2O
Table2. SubjectivityErrorofTipVortexLocation
ym
-0.8
--.3
.3
.3
.8
.8
-.8 upper tip vortex
.8 upper tip vortex
Camera
position
Port
Port
Port
Starboard
Port
Starboard
Port
Port
Subjectivity error for--
x, in.
Min. Max.
+0.11 _+0.59
+.09 +.46
+. 10 +.48
_+.09 +.33
+.13 +_.48
+.09 +.28
+-.34
+.28
x/R
Min. Max.
+-0.003 _+0.017
+.003 +.013
+-.003 +.014
+-.003 +.010
+-.004 +.014
+-.003 +.008
±.010
+-.008
Z_
Min.
_+0.09
+-.09
+.09
_+.09
+-.11
_+.09
in.
Max.
+-0.18
+.16
+.18
+-.17
+-.18
+-.12
+-.15
+.15
dR
Min. Max.
_+0.003 +0.005
+.003 +.005
+-.003 +.005
+-.003 +-.005
+-.003 +.005
+-.003 +.004
+.005
+-.005
Table 3. Total Uncertainty of Tip Vortex Location
[Longitudinal laser light sheet]
-0.8
--.3
.3
.3
y/R
.8
.8
-.8 upper tip vortex
.8 upper tip vortex
Camera
position
Port
Port
Port
Starboard
Port
Starboard
Port
Port
Total uncertainty for--
x, in.
Min. Max.
_+0.308 +0.661
+.299 +-.424
+.303 +.562
+.299 +.438
+.317 +.562
+.299 +.400
+-.309 +.342
+-.317 +.332
.dR z, in. z/R
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
i-0.009 +0.020 +0.308 +0.347 +-0.009 +-0.010
+.009 +-.013 +-.308 +.335 +.009 +-.010
+-.009 +.017 +-.308 +.347 +.009 +.010
+.009 +.013 +.308 +-.341 +.009 +.010
+.009 +.017 +.315 +.377 +.009 +.011
+.009 +-.012 +.308 +.317 +.009 +-.009
+-.009 +.010 +.308 +.333 +-.009 +.010
+.009 +.010 +.331 +.333 +.010 +.010
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Table4. TotalUncertaintyof ApparentDiskVortexLocation
[Longitudinallaserlightsheet]
Totaluncertaintyfor--
y, in. y/R z, in. z/R
x/R la Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max.
1.0 0.15 _+0.379 _+0.425 :L-0.011 +0.013 +0.335 !!-0.338 _+0.010 _+0.010
1.0 .23 +.379 +.454 +.012 +.013 +.315 +.353 +.009 +.010
1.5 .15 +.359 +.418 +.011 +.012 +.325 +.362 +.010 +.011
1.5 .23 +.347 +.606 +.010 +.018 +.361 +.400 +.011 +.012
2.0 .15 +.354 +.415 +.010 +.012 +.315 +.324 +.009 +.010
2.0 .23 +.418 +.481 +.012 +.0141 +.416 +.389 +.012 +.011
2.5 .15 +.454 +.512 +.013 +.015 +.374 +.396 +.011 +.012
2.5 .23 +.425 +.686 +.013i +.020 -t-.345 +.396 +.010 +.012
3.0 .15 +.470 +.496 +.014 +.015 +.345 +.355 +.010 +.010
3.0 .23 +.419 +.426 +.012 +.013 +.391 +.451 +.012 +.013
3.5 .15 +.421 +.529 +.012 +.016 +.360 +.395 ±.011 ±.012
3.5 .23 +.412 +.624 +.012 +.018 +.417 +.595 +.012 +.018
4.0 .15 +.413 +.489 ±.012 +.014 +.325 +.371 +.010 +.011
4.0 .23 +.519 +.567 +.015 ±.017 +.438 +.604 +.013 +.018
Table 5. Measurement Uncertainty
for Particle Void Radius
(a) Lateral laser light sheet
Uncertainty for--
rv, in. rvl c
xlR Min. Max.
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
Min. Max.
_+0.10 +0.15
+.09 +.15
+.10 +.17
+. 14 +.25
+. 18 +.22
+. 16 +.29
+. 15 +.25
+0.004
+.003
+.004
+.005
+.007
+.006
+.006
±0.006
+.006
+.007
+.010
+.008
+.011
+.010
(b) Longitudinal laser light sheet
y/R
-0.8
--.3
.3
.8
Uncertainty for--
r v, in. rv/c
_+0.07 +0.003
±.06 +.002
(a) (a)
+.08 +.003
aNot applicable.
Table 6. Total Uncertainty for Particle
Void Radius Measurement
(a) Lateral laser light sheet
Total uncertainty for--
rv, in. rvl c
xlR Min. Max.
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
Min. Max.
_+0.160 !-0.196
+.155 +.196
+.160 ±.211
+. 188 +.280
+.219 +.253
+.203 +.316
+.196 +.280
±0.061
±.059
+.061
+.072
+.084
+.078
+.075
_+0.075
+.075
+.081
+.107
+.097
+.121
+.107
(b) Longitudinal laser light sheet
ylR
-0.8
--,3
.3
.8
Total uncertainty for--
rv, in. rv/c
_+0.144 +0.055
+.138 +.053
(a) (a)
+.148 +.057
aNot applicable.
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Table7. TotalUncertaintyof Convective Velocity
[Longitudinal laser light sheet]
Total uncertainty for--
AV,ft/sec
y/R IX CW CCW Upper
-0.8 0.15 1.32 2.58 1.46
-.8 .23 1.52 1.99 (a)
-.3 .15 .58 (a)
-.3 .23 .85 1.81
.3 .15 .50 1.24
.3 .23 .79 1.67
.8 .15 3.00 1.61 1.22
.8 .23 .47 1.62 1.19
aNot applicable.
Av/v_
CW CCW Upper
0.014 0.028 0.016
.011 .014 (a)
.006 (a)
.006 .013
.005 .013
.006 .012
.032 .017 .013
.003 .011 .008
Table 8. Rotor Performance
Parameter Experiment CAMRAD/JA 3-D Navier-Stokes
kt = 0.15
Power, hp ...................
Shaft angle of attack, deg .......
Coning angle, deg ............
Longitudinal cyclic angle, deg...
Lateral cyclic angle, deg .......
Collective angle, deg ..........
7.9
-3.0
1.5
1.99
-1.39
6.55
6.4
-3.0
1.80
0.75
-3.33
7.87
(a)
-3.0
1.33
2.45
-1.94
7.76
IX= 0.23
Power, hp ...................
Shaft angle of attack, deg .......
Coning angle, deg ............
Longitudinal cyclic angle, deg...
Lateral cyclic angle, deg .......
Collective angle, deg ..........
8.4
-3.0
1.5
3.23
-1.07
6.47
7.6
-3.0
1.68
3.64
-1.71
7.30
(a)
-3.0
1.33
3.60
-1.69
7.26
aNot applicable.
Table 9. Apparent Disk Vortex Trajectory
Parameter, deg Experiment 3-D Navier-Stokes
I.t = 0.15
Lateral contraction--advancing side ....... -2.53 -1.28
Lateral contraction--retreating side ........ -1.03 1.25
Vertical trajectory--advancing side ........ -5.52 -4.73
Vertical trajectory--retreating side ........ -2.84 -3.02
= 0.23
Lateral contraction--advancing side ....... -3.99 -1.67
Lateral contractioniretreating side ........ -0.49 1.39
Vertical trajectory--advancing side ........ --4.82 -1.32
Vertical trajectory--retreating side ........ -0.67 -0.45
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Table10.TipVortex Vertical Skew Angle
(a) bt = 0.15
Angle, deg, for y/R--
Tip vortex
Lower CW
Lower CCW
Upper
CAMRAD/JA CW
CAMRAD/JA CCW
CAMRAD/JA upper
Generalized Wake CW
Generalized Wake CCW
RWF CW; fuselage
RWF CCW; fuselage
RWF CW; no fuselage
RWF CCW; no fuselage
alnsufficient data.
-08 t-o.3 I 03 I 0.8
Experiment
-12.00 -7.17 -14.10 -1.87
-14.21 (a) -13.14 -8.90
7.49 (a) (a) 3.11
Theory
-16.60 -15.81 -18.93 -20.27
-7.35 -15.85 -16.64 -9.66
3.54 (a) (a) -0.76
-3.23 -3.37 -4.18 -2.16
-7.01 -10.47 -8.36 -5.21
-8.37 -7.01 -12.64 -14.88
-5.80 -5.39 -5.29 -11.40
-8.97 -5.38 -11.28 -15.37
-5.43 -6.18 -5.85 -10.70
(b) _t = 0.23
Angle, deg, for y/R--
Tip vortex -0.8 I-0.3 I 0.3 I 0.8
Experiment
Lower CW -4.98 -2.60 -9.27 -5.59
LowerCCW -5.19 -5.11 -6.66 --4.78
Upper (a) (a) (a) 3.85
Theory
CAMRAD/JA CW -6.55 -5.78 -9.91 -9.68
CAMRAD/JA CCW -2.39 -8.18 -6.06 -7.56
CAMRAD/JA upper (a) (a) (a) 0.69
Generalized Wake CW -1.87 -1.86 -1.53 -1.25
Generalized Wake CCW -3.98 -4.83 -3.26 -2.64
RWF CW; fuselage -3.74 -3.23 -7.76 -7.95
RWFCCW; fuselage -2.85 -1.29 -3.33 -6.58
RWFCW; no fuselage -4.25 -1.24 -5.82 -8.03
RWFCCW; no fuselage -2.33 -1.42 -3.76 -5.53
alnsufficient data.
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Table11.ConvectiveVelocity
Tip vortex--
y/R
Lower CW
V, ft/sec [ V/V.o
-0.8 100 1.08
-.3 94 1.01
.3 93 1.00
.8 98 1.05
-0.8 146 1.02
-.3 138 0.96
.3 145 1.02
.8 150 1.05
alnsufficient data.
Lower CCW
V, ft/sec I V/V_
p. = 0.15
114 1.23
(a) (a)
98 1.06
78 0.84
I.t = 0.23
149 1.04
131 0.92
136 .95
143 .99
Upper
V, ft/sec l VIV_
82 0.88
(a) (a)
(a) (a)
66 0.71
(a) (a)
(a) (a)
(a) (a)
105 0.74
Table 12. Convective Angle
Tip vortex--
Lower CW Lower CCW Upper
Angle, deg u, ft/sec w, ft/sec u, ft/sec w, ft/sec
_t = 0.15
y/R Angle, deg u, ft/sec w, ft/sec Angle, deg
-0.8 -10.51
-.3 -7.10
.3 -12.07
.8 -0.08
98
93
91
98
-18
-12
-19
0
-12.92 111
(a) (a)
- 11.97 96
-9.96 77
la = 0.23
-25 9.04
(a) (a)
-20 (a)
-13 2.84
81 13
(a) (a)
(a) (a)
66 3
-0.8 -4.90
-.3 -2.53
.3 -7.93
.8 -3.13
alnsufficient data.
145
138
144
150
-12
-6
-20
-8
-5.03
-4.84
-7.17
-5.00
148
131
135
142
-13
-11
-17
-12
(a)
(a)
(a)
3.32
(a)
(a)
(a)
105
(a)
(a)
(a)
6
25
Table13.ReportedVortexCoreSizes
Reference Airfoil
15
51
52
53
24
25
25
26
28
54
55
56
57
Present
58
NACA0012
NACA 0012
NACA 0015
NACA 0015
NACA 0015
SC 1095
SC 1095R8
NASA RC(3) 10/(4) 10
NASA RC(3) 10/(4) 10
NACA 64A223
NACA 0012
NACA 0012
NACA 0012
NACA 0012
NACA 0012
Type
Rotor
Rotor
Static
Static
Rotor
Rotor
Tiltrotor
Rotor
Rotor
Tiltrotor
Rotor
Rotor
Rotor
Rotor
Rotor
aNot applicable.
bNot cited.
CLaser velocimeter.
_t
0
0
(a)
(a)
0
0
0
0
.05-. 15
0
0
0
.04; .08
.15; .23
.18
Wake age,
Instrument rv [c C T deg
Hot wire
Hot wire
Hot wire
Hot wire
Shadowgraph
Shadowgraph
Shadowgraph
Shadowgraph
Shadowgraph
Shadowgraph
Smoke
Smoke
Smoke
Smoke
(c)
0.01-0.09
.04
.03-.05
.07
.06
.04
.03
.02
.02
.03-.13
.01-.16
.09-.30
.16-.25
.10-.35
.08-.15
0.0011-0.0020
.0018-.0059
(a)
(a)
.0090
.0015-.0075
.0048-.0103
.0088
.0088
.0049-.0159
.0022; .0057
.0039
(b)
.0064
.0043; .0048
100--400
50-76
0
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
0-300
0-360
51
30-570
60-540
0-1080
40-360
70-90
Table 14. Tip Vortex and ISV Vertical Skew Angle
Angle, deg, for--
y/R Lower CW ISV CCW Lower CCW ISV CW
la = 0.15
-0.8 ] -11.92 -10.21
-.3 ] -3.33 -3.61
[a = 0.23
-14.52 -14.45
(a) (a)
-0.8 -4.43 -3.49 (a) (a)
-.3 -1.04 -0.56 (a) (a)
alnsufficient data.
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(a) Aerialview.
L-81-1354
(b) Diagram.
Figure1. TheLangley14-by22-FootSubsonicTunnel.
L-83-7553
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L-91-01441
Figure2. The2-meterrotorsystem(2MRTS)mountedinLangley14-by22-FootSubsonicTunnel.
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T
f
Video camerax = -11.83 Retreating
Yz= 6.90-10"13 side _'x I
Longitudinal laser
light sheet (strobed beam) _
v
Advancing
side _ y
/
Sign convention
X
Video camera
x = -11.00
y = -15.27
z = 8.20
,,/--- Rail mounted to floor ,-- Bragg cell
I if
k__ ,-,
Cylindrical lens and mirror I _-_ _ Laser
Figure 3.
m
Experimental setup for longitudinal laser light sheet. Video camera location coordinates are in feet.
Video camera
x = 18.33
y = -16.13
z = 7.25
Smoke (propylene glycol) v
T
Advancing
Retreating side
side \jZf • g
Sign convention
_lJt Cylindrical lens and mirror ---z '
X
eral laser light sheet
(continuous beam)
Video camera
x = 26.79
y = -17.94
z = 7.25
/--- Bragg cell
.... r Laser
Figure 4. Experimental setup for lateral laser light sheet. Video camera location coordinates are in feet.
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Figure 5. Reference locator point grid superimposed on data.
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.75
\
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z/R .25
-.25
-.75
/// ,/
- 1.25 -.75 -.25 .25 .75
ylR
Figure 6. The 3-D Navier-Stokes velocity vector plot at x/R = 1.88 and Ia = 0.15.
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Figure 7. The 3-D Navier-Stokes vorticity contour plot at x/R = 1.88 and _t = 0.15.
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Figure 8. Typical advancing side apparent disk vortex image (viewed from downstream). Lateral laser light sheet at
x/R = 3.5; I.t = 0.15.
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-.5
-1.0
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3-D Navier-Stokes, advancing side
3-D Navier-Stokes, retreating side
Experiment, advancing side
Experiment, retreating side
• • _ 0- - • •
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5
x/R
Figure 9. Lateral position of apparent disk vortices downstream of rotor hub for la = 0.15.
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-- 3-D Navier-Stokes, advancing side
3-D Navier-Stokes, retreating side
Experiment, advancing side
Experiment, retreating side
i
k
!-
• _ _Q ....
• _ _ 0- - • -
Figure 10. Lateral position of apparent disk vortices downstream of rotor hub for la = 0.23.
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Figure 11. Vertical position of apparent disk vortices on advancing side for tx = 0.15.
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- - - 3-D Navier-Stokes apparent disk vortex
• Experimental apparent disk vortex
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x/R
Figure 12. Vertical position of apparent disk vortices on retreating side for Ix = 0.15.
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• Experimental apparent disk vortex
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x/R
Figure 13. Vertical position of apparent disk vortices on advancing side for _t = 0.23.
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x/R
Figure 14. Vertical position of apparent disk vortices on retreating side for _t = 0.23.
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Figure15.Typicalbladetipvorticesimagewithannotations.LongitudinallaserlightsheetatylR = -0.8; _t = 0.15.
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Figure 16. The 2MRTS in wind tunnel with lights on. Longitudinal laser light sheet at y/R = -0.8; I.t = 0.15.
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Upper boundary of tip vortices
as they wrap around disk vortex----_
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disk vortex cone ---""-
CW
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rotation /
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Figure 17. Top view of blade tip vortices cutting through laser light sheet plane.
Tip vortex CW
Tip vortex CCW 7
Upper boundary of wake
e ge O e ©
Lower boundary of wake
Figure 18. Side view of blade tip vortices cutting through laser light sheet plane.
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(a) Video image.
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Figure 19. Location of tip vortices. (See fig. 15.)
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Figure 20. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = 0.8 plotted with CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake data.
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Tip vortex core locations at y/R = 0.8 plotted with RWF data with and without fuselage.
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Figure 22. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = 0.3 plotted with CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake data.
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Figure 24. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = -0.3 plotted with CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake data.
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Figure 25. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = -0.3 plotted with RWF data with and without fuselage.
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Figure 26. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = -0.8 plotted with CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake data.
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Figure 27. Tip vortex core locations at y/R = -0.8 plotted with RWF data with and without fuselage.
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Figure 28. Vortex wrap-up.
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Figure 29. Enhanced image of disk vortices depicting tighter roll-up on advancing side of disk. x/R = 2.0; la = 0.15.
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Figure 30. Tip vortex location versus CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake predictions for la = 0.15 and _gb = 0°.
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Figure 31. Tip vortex location versus RWF with and without fuselage predictions for p. = 0.15 and _l/b = 0 °.
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Figure 32. Tip vortex location versus CAMRAD/JA and Generalized Wake predictions for _t = 0.23 and _b = 0°.
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Figure 33. Tip vortex location versus RWF with and without fuselage predictions for la = 0.23 and gt b = 0 °.
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Figure 34. Tip vortex particle void size.
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Figure 35. Apparent disk vortex particle void size.
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Figure 36. Tip vortices and inboard sheet roll-up.
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Figure 37. Roll-up of outer edge of trailing vortex sheet, y/R = 0.3; bt = 0.15.
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Figure 38. The 2MRTS in wind tunnel with lights on. y/R = 0.3; 1a = 0.15.
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Figure 39. Quantified roll-up of outer edge of trailing vortex sheet at y/R = -0.8.
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Figure 40. Quantified roll-up of outer edge of trailing vortex sheet at y/R = -0.3.
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